The following quotations all come from the play. You have to decide who said each quotation and explain what makes you think it is a particular character.

‘I’m afraid I can’t offer you my hand. You’ll just have to make do with my backside like all the other nurses.’

Who said it? ......................................................................................................................................................

Why do you think so? ......................................................................................................................................

‘His knowledge isn’t based on experience of a hundred such cases. He can’t know enough to challenge our clinical decisions.’

Who said it? ......................................................................................................................................................

Why do you think so? ......................................................................................................................................

‘He probably thinks that if he pretends to be planning for the future we’ll stop tranquillizing him or something like that.’

Who said it? ......................................................................................................................................................

Why do you think so? ......................................................................................................................................

‘Yes, quite sure, for me life is over. I want it recognised because I can’t do the things I want to do. That means I can’t say the things I want to say. Is that a better end? You understand don’t you?’

Who said it? ......................................................................................................................................................

Why do you think so? ......................................................................................................................................
‘The Judge and lawyers are conferring. I thought I’d just pop along and see if you were alright. We’ve made arrangements for the witnesses to wait in the Sister’s office. I am one, so I should be grateful if you would remain here, with Mr Harrison.’

Who said it? ........................................................................................................

Why do you think so? ............................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................

‘I have decided in consultation with Mr Kershaw and Mr Hill that we shall proceed thus. I will hear a statement from Dr Michael Emerson as to why he believes Mr Harrison is legally detained, and then a statement from Dr Richard Barr, who will support the application.’

Who said it? ........................................................................................................

Why do you think so? ............................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................

‘Any reasonable definition of life must include the idea of its being self-supporting. I seem to remember something in the papers - when all the heart transplant controversy was on - about it being alright to take someone’s heart if they require constant attention from respirators and so on to keep them alive.’

Who said it? ........................................................................................................

Why do you think so? ............................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................